30th September 2014

RH Hall Fabrications Division
Announces business growth – all truth and not Fabricated!
The RH Hall Fabrications Division is experiencing exciting times with growth being seen in the
business across all areas of manufacturing including catering, leisure, bunk beds, security fittings and
components. The volume of work has led us to invest in new machinery, tools and staff. Lead times
are being cut and the quality of work being produced speaks for itself, as leading names across
various industries are testament to …
David Rance heads up our Fabrications Division and spoke to us about a number of key projects that
are both in production and successfully fulfilled.
“We have just completed our largest order ever for heavy duty bunk beds. The International
Academy, a private university, ordered from us over 100 double detachable bunk beds for two of
their campuses in Oxford and Torbay. We had to get these to them for June, when their summer
schools and student accommodation rental begins, and we delivered successfully on this large order,
which is a great testament to the expertise of the team here.”
“We’ve also completed nearly 6,000 security shrouds to protect network PC access, securing them
from data theft for the international bank, Santander. Our client, FACIO, specialises exclusively in
security systems for computers and this is part of an ongoing programme we have for supplying their
call centres and branches. We worked with FACIO on the design and produced prototypes to tailor
fit the shrouds to the back of their PCs and the resulting success is our continued partnership, with
more shrouds required in the coming months.”
Building on the extremely successful relationship we’ve had with Pret a Manger over the past 12
years, we are extremely proud to have been awarded a 2 year exclusive contract to supply the
company with their front and back of house counters and bespoke stainless steel products. David
tells us more. “This project went live on 1st August and involves us making a number of bespoke
fabricated items to Pret’s very precise standards. We previously made samples to meet the standard
designs they have for each store, but each piece will be made bespoke to fit different store
dimensions. In all there are about 30 different items including sinks, tables, counters and trollies,
plus other ancillary items with the bulk of the products being made by Simply Stainless and then
with our further bespoke expertise, we will be undertaking the finishing and fine assembly work
which will include electrical modifications. The contract includes both the UK and French stores. We
are extremely proud and pleased that our relationship goes from strength to strength with Pret a
Manger.”
For more information on the Fabrications Division and expertise please visit
www.rhhallfabrications.com.
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